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Day 2 of Latimer Program 

 

Swami: First of all welcome my dear Divine Souls. Who prepared 
these questions ten? Hello?  

 

Martin:  Imke, Jana and me.  

 

Swami:  Imke? … Simon did not prepare? You did not prepare?  

 

Simon:  (can’t hear) 

 

Swami:  Give your list. Tell me.  

 

Simon: The first question related to the process yesterday, and 
switching the negativity into the positivity and being able to use that 
to help others, to share that. How to do that? 

 



Swami:  Okay, no problem.  

 

Simon:  Then we recognized there were lots of opportunities to talk 
deeper yesterday on certain processes and mechanisms, certain yogas 
that you mentioned. And people in the breaks were asking about the 
Khandana Yoga Process for example, and understanding what is the 
purpose, for example, of the Khandana Yoga Process? Why do that? 
Why cut the bird? And the link to the crucifixion?  

 

Swami:  Okay, that is the right question.  

 

Simon: And then linking with the crucifixion, somebody else asked, 
“Well, why didn’t Jesus Christ turn the nails into the flowers?   Why 
didn’t he do that? Why did he accept?” 

 

Swami:  Good.  

 

Simon: And then again why did he fail in teaching those yogas, those 
mechanisms that he knew? Why did he fail with his students in 
releasing that knowledge? Why is the bridge now to this time? What 
can we learn to make sure we succeed in spreading that knowledge 
to the globe?  

 

Swami:  Super.  

 

Simon: And other people were asking about the Soul-mate Group, 
the Soul-mate Group from last time, last year. How that is connected 
now with this group? Are we now one unified Soul- mate Group 
from the puja that was performed yesterday? 

 

Swami:  Yeah… that’s it? 



 

Simon: Well, it was really going deeper in the certain yogas, and we 
also recognized we missed a beautiful opportunity when you were 
talking around the fire. If we had sat down I think it would have 
been a beautiful discussion and we could have… 

 

Swami:  I asked.  

 

Simon: Yeah, I know, I know.  

 

Swami:  I asked, “Shall we sit?”  You said, “Oh, it’s okay.” 

 

Simon: And the water into wine as well was another opportunity 
missed there in terms of whether it was a Bhairavi Yoga there, and 
what is the mechanism of that?  

 

Swami:  Good, it is enough.  

 

Simon:  So we were not sharp enough yesterday. We hope we are 
today.  

 

Swami:  What? 

 

Simon:  We hope we have the clarity today.  

 

Swami:  I’ll try. I’ll try but it is… who is your favorite master? 

 

Simon:  You are.  



Swami:  No.  

 

Simon: Before I met you I had a close connection with Babaji. We 
were doing the Babaji Kriya Yoga, and then we met you and built a 
very strong relationship with Baba, and then that relationship has 
moved onto Jesus, so my heart is moving closer to Jesus.  

 

Swami:  Good. Tell me ten points about the Jesus.  

 

Simon: 

1. He was a beautiful divine soul.  
 

2. He did incredible miracles. 
 

3. Certain points he failed on in terms of failing with the students 
but we believe that bridge, we believe is being created now.  
 

4. He suffered on the cross, and he did that process sucking the 
negativity at that time for the people there.  

Swami: Repeat that.  

 

Simon:  

5. He suffered for us, and sucked the negativity through that 
process for us, and for the people there, sucking the karmas.  

 

Swami:  Next.  

Simon:  

6. He did come back to life. He rose again.  
 

7. And we know he then went back to India. He disappeared from 
there and he went back to India. 



 

Swami: You saw it?  

 

Simon: No, I heard it from you.  

 

Swami:  Never knows. I always talk a lot of things.  

 

Simon:  

8. So, we believe much of the information is in the palm leaf 
books that you have read and you're going to share through the 
five volumes that you are writing. So there’s much information 
there that we would love to know more deeply about Jesus’ life 
and how, then we can bring that knowledge into the world at 
this time.  
 

Swami:  What else do you know about him?  

 

Simon:  

9. He was a totally forgiving person whereas Baba isn’t 100% 
forgiving.  
 

10. He let the negativity play in some respects. So he let the 
negativity come whereas Baba doesn’t allow the negativity to 
come. So Baba isn’t always forgiving whereas Jesus is a pure 
forgiving divine soul.  
 

11. He was a pure soul, a new soul that came to the planet.  

 

Swami: Say that again.  

 

 



Simon:  

12. He was a new soul. He hadn’t been reincarnated on this earth 
before. So his soul was created. So there are links there with 
Mary and the processes that she did to bring the soul to her. 
She was an amazing master herself, and had close connections 
with the angels, and only through her power, the mother, could 
she pull that soul into her as a gift to the world.  
 

Swami: Good. Tell me about the comparison between Shirdi Baba 
and Jesus.  

 

Simon: So, Shirdi Baba is a pure Datta character, so very 
unpredictable.  

 

Swami:  You're giving compliment or comment? 

 

Simon:  Comment. So, he’s a very unpredictable character. You 
cannot tell. He’s a Datta character. So he may throw a stick at 
somebody, or a stone at somebody, and it is very confusing to the 
mind why he is doing that but he is always helping that person, 
whether it is to burn karma or to suck the negativity is some way. He 
was a master at the Khandana Yoga, cutting and re-fixing.  

 

Swami: Why he needs to do?  

 

Simon: To burn the karma, to suck the negativity, to wash the 
negativity of the people that he was helping. So he lived a life of very 
simple life as a beggar, and he healed many people, many miracles. 
But, he didn’t have many students. He didn’t create students. He’s 
creating students now through you. That knowledge is coming now. 
Jesus on the other hand if you compare, he had many students. He 
tried to teach them but he wasn’t successful.  

 



Swami: Why? Why? Why? 

Simon: We believe the students were not trusting in the master, and 
they were not in groupism. The unity with the disciples wasn’t 
strong. They didn’t stick together. So, that knowledge couldn’t hook 
and be shared back then.  

 

Swami: So, the Jesus students, they didn’t believe him, that’s your 
point?  

 

Simon: Back then, yes.  

 

Swami: Who was the main person in it? 

 

Simon: Judas.  

 

Swami: Then another? 

 

Simon: Then there was Thomas, Doubting.  

 

Swami: Okay.  

 

Simon: So, the doubting nature. Not believing until after he was gone 
then realizing what a beautiful amazing soul he was, and then 
realizing it was too late, that they didn’t have the knowledge.  

 

Swami: Tell me a few points about Buddha. Buddhism is huge. What 
do you know about Buddha? 

 



Simon: Well, he was a king. He had a beautiful life with money and 
wealth. He lived a secluded life at first. He lived in the palace, but 
then when he ventured outside he saw the suffering that was outside, 
the people in the streets getting old, being sick, and he was really 
trying to understand what the life is. Why the suffering? So he gave 
up his money, his family, his life in search of that truth. And, 
eventually he, through meditation and many years of sadhana, he 
found that truth.  

 

Swami: What is that truth? 

 

Simon:  The enlightenment. Knowing who you are.  

 

Swami:  That is his message?  

 

Simon:  That is his message?  

 

Swami:  Just tell whatever you know it.  

 

Simon: Not to be attached, that attachment is a big message from 
Buddha - Simplicity of life. Keeping it simple and non-attachment to 
the material world.  

 

Swami:  Why not? 

 

Simon: Because he believed that was the cause of the suffering, the 
desires, the wanting always, and never being able to find happiness 
in the non-pSimonenent world. Everything is changing and 
everybody is searching for happiness in the non-pSimonenent 
material world, where really the happiness is within, and that’s what 
he found.  



 

Swami:   Good. Tell me about Ramakrishna Paramahamsa.  

Simon:  Ramakrishna Paramahamsa, he was a beautiful saint…  

 

Swami:  He is boring you guys? 

 

Students:  No.  

 

Simon: He was a beautiful saint who lived in a Mother Divine temple 
and through many, many years of sadhana he wanted to know again 
the truth, but he was drawn to the Mother in Maha Kali. So for many 
years he worked in the Maha Kali Temple, cleaned there, worked 
there I believe as a priest. And in the end he was so desperate to find 
and see her in her true form that he was drawn and pushed to take 
his own life. So, one day he decided to commit suicide, and just as he 
was about to commit suicide there was a knock at the door and he 
screamed and said, “Even in this moment when I am trying to take 
my life, you're not even allowing me to do that! At the door was a 
woman saint, a Bhairavi Yogi, and she told him that she’d come to 
help him see the reality.  

She took him to the graveyard and she told him to pick up a dead 
hand from a burning body. She told him to pick it up and eat it. He 
said he couldn’t. He just couldn’t eat that human flesh. And then she 
changed that hand into sugar cane in front of his eyes. Then he 
realized the illusion and seeing really past the illusion to the real 
reality, that everything is not what it seems. And then after that he 
learned certain practices from her and was able to eventually pull 
Kali and see her in her true form. And after that he was speaking to 
her every night. And eventually he got a cancer on his back and he 
was in huge pain. From the outside it looked as if he was in huge 
pain, and the maggots were eating the cancer, but he didn’t want the 
Mother to take it away because he knew that if she took it he would 
have to repay that debt… 

 



Swami:  Say it again.  

 

Simon: Even after, if she took it way from him, he knew that he 
would have to pay that karma even greater the next lifetime.  

 

Swami:  What happened to Jesus there at the crucifixion? 

 

Simon:  He sacrificed his life. It was a form of Khandana Yoga. So he 
accepted the death and through that mechanism, through that 
process, he switched the negativity into a positive to help the people.  

 

Swami: Show one saint who really happily died? Tell me one person.  

 

Simon:  Who have really died? Ramana Maharshi.  

 

Swami:  Ramana Maharshi. You know him, huh?  

 

Simon: No. His pictures are very strong, the connection, the eye 
shakti, with me.  

 

Swami:  Your wife is seeing his picture a lot?  

 

Simon:  I think so.  

 

Swami: It’s not in the magazines though. It does not come in the 
television, absolutely not.  

 



Simon:  We have a picture of him in our apartment in Penukonda.  

 

Swami: I saw it. I saw it. He loved to see in the magazines, and 
television shows, the models. You know the models? That is his 
favorite thing to see the magazines and television shows. So you’re 
taking Ramana Maharshi as a model huh? Okay. Tell me about Yogi 
Vemana. You know Yogi Vemana? Who knows it? … So, total overall 
you told three, or four saints stories so it explains everything there. 
So, I no need to talk anything just it is there! … Good.  

Many people have an idea, thought, their belief system - through the 
love you can win anything in the planet. That is true. The same time 
if you don’t know the right method, right process, right direction, 
right map, forever and ever you keep walking as a blind person in 
the desert. As a? blind person in the desert. Without a guide, without 
a master from beginning stage, you need to get initiation to take off. 
Even Shirdi Baba have a master. Jesus Christ he traveled India. He 
met amazing saints. Vishwamitra Maharshi, who found the Gayatri 
Mantra, he had a master. Buddha he had a master. I, I have a master.  

Doesn’t mean you’ll become more powerful than the master or not, 
but a spark, who was giving to you, the initiation person you require 
in your life. You? require in your life. Point one. Point two, you keep 
doing your process, if you have a doubt on three concepts - first you 
have doubt on yourself, doubting on your process, doubting on the 
master. Out of these three either one you're carrying it, you're still 
blind. You're still? blind. Many senior students it took to them ten to 
twelve, thirteen years with me they reached 20%, 30%, 40%, 60%. 
Early stage, who came within one or two years they reached 90%, 
95%.  

The main problem, even in the Jesus life, if he really want to he can 
make his students get understand. Of course he taught… too much 
his loving character, too much his forgiving character - they took the 
advantage. Its not advantage, it’s he made them lazy. He made them? 
Lazy. That is the biggest mistake.  

With my students I won’t get compromised. Whole night I’m awake. 
Thousands of nights I won’t sleep, I won’t make people to sleep that 
easily. I won’t make them to sleep that easily. Do you know what I 
am saying? Early morning 4:30 they have to come to the Baba 
Temple. They have to. Even late night I keep talking and giving some 



messages. So little bit tough. Sometimes the toughness, it makes to 
get succeed. It is not a bad intention. When the master is really tough 
the student can get more knowledge.  

If you have, you're carrying your personal problem, if you keep 
hiding it, that’s the biggest, again your failure there, you're not 
expressing it whenever you have the right time with your master, 
“Hey Master, this is my problem. Try to help me out from this.” 
Maybe he can help you, maybe he cannot, but expression is very 
important.  

And moreover another huge point, so far entire the students 
kingdom in spirituality where they got failure, they stuck with kama 
energy. Kama. Not karma. Kama - attraction, physical attachments. 
Whenever they're stuck in the kama energy, that is the most 
dangerous block you can get out from that. So far many, many 
supernatural masters, saints, they got failure with kama energy. Who 
won the kama energy, they only got succeed unbelievably 
powerfully.  

But, many masters I don’t know… I can’t make a comment… they’re 
saying celibacy, levitation, siddhis… these are all wonderful, good… 
why you need to be celibacy? Why you need to get levitate? If you 
give $100, somebody can lift you! Why you need to spend whole 
your lifetime to you to levitate? What is the purpose? Do you know 
what I am saying? Just I am joking…  

It’s okay, but I went to America one time. It is a big center. I don’t 
want to tell the center. One guy I met him. He donated the money, 
sixty million dollars to that center. Since eighteen years he’s keep 
trying his sadhana for levitation. For? Levitation. Then I walked in 
the hall. Huge hall, everybody doing their yoga, and pranayam, and 
sadhana, and it’s quite interesting. This is ten years back. And I’m 
simply watching. Then I pulled one guy, “What you doing?”  

“I want to levitate. I want to learn siddhis.” 

“Good. Okay. What siddhis is?” 

“Lot of healing abilities, miracles, this and that…” 

“Good. Wonderful. Are you ever levitated?” 

“In my dreams I levitated.” 



“Oh, good. At least you are having a dream you’re levitating it.” So 
sad, so painful to watch eighteen years of his life he sacrificed. He’s 
living a kind of prisoner. Living his life as a prisoner and donating 
sixty million dollars, and just he be celibate. He’s so youngster and he 
has a secret girlfriend on that side. Ladies is one side. Gents is one 
side. I don’t know… it’s called Purusha and Stri, that’s two 
categories. Big middle road is there. They are one side. They are this 
side. I look at him, “Who is your secret girlfriend?” 

He looked at me, “I don’t have any girlfriend.” 

“Come on. Tell me. I won’t tell anyone. Just express. I’ll keep it in my 
mind. Just tell me.” 

“Well Swami, I’m really loving her, but their rules doesn’t accept 
here. I have to be celibate until I levitated, I got enlightened. I have no 
permission to touch a lady or give a shake hand to a lady, not even 
having a thought.” 

I said, “Okay, wonderful.” Then I had a ten minutes walk with him in 
that forest. Just, “Come, let’s walk.” Some clarifications he asked. I 
removed all his blocks. Then I told him, “Go, get her, marry. That’s 
it.”  

The next day, he straightly went to that lady, “Okay, let’s go. We’re 
leaving this place.” He got married. He had a beautiful daughter.  

The point, many gurus, many masters keep confusing, confusing, 
confusing... When I look at this, my journey, after seeing tons of 
masters, tons of gurus, I don’t know where the spirituality going! Do 
you know what I am saying? I don’t know where it is really going it? 
It’s nice each person message is finally ultimate, to reach their 
destiny. Isn’t that wonderful. But, why you need to kill a person’s 
happiness? You no need to make him to sick. You no need to make 
him get addicting for a lot of desires, minimum things. He is not an 
animal to put in a cage like a zoo. Do you know what I am saying?  

Sometimes I feel, in Ashram when I’m walking in the garden, the 
outside of the gate, the devotees or students, they’re looking in the 
gate, they're looking at me, “Oh, that is a Swami.” Like the kids are 
showing, “That is an animal. That is a tiger. Are you looking it?”  

Like I feel, “Okay!”  

The kids are saying, “Hi, Swami!” 



Just okay, “Hello!” Of course if I walk in the village, in the street the 
people started to be around me, they want to touch and they want to 
touch feet, and it is their belief system. To be in the kind of cage, that 
is not spirituality. That is not? Spirituality.  

First fundamental, first you be free from out of your feelings. Come 
out. Where you got stuck? Where is your problem? What you want? 
What you’re doing sadhana? Do or die, you have to win it like your 
aim, your target. If you don’t have the target, aim, it doesn’t matter 
you win it or not, you keep go. Like in the running race, seven, eight 
people is running. One person is going super fast ahead. If you ask 
the back person, who is going to win it, he says of course the first 
front person is going to win it. But he keeps running it. He can stop. 
Anyhow, he is going to win it. Why he has to run? Do you 
understand? Why he has to run? But he keeps run. Either he win it, 
or lost it, he keeps run. This is the life. You took one sadhana, you 
took one process, until you win it yes, you have to.  

Again coming to the kama energy, how dangerous that is to disturb 
all your blocks.  Entire your blocks is coming from your kama energy. 
Your violence is coming from your kama energy. Once the kama 
energy started to playing on you, it effects completely all your 
chakras, then moreover, it affects all the secret supernatural powers is 
hidden in you. That one chakra is your Womb Chakra, your 
creativity chakra, your creation chakra is in you. That chakra will get 
stuck with Mahamaya. Once it is covered with Mahamaya, then you 
don’t know what you’re really doing it. There is no difference 
between you and the animal.  

That Mahamaya, you need to get out from that. You need to? get out 
from that. It is only possible through your self-discipline. If you don’t 
know how to maintain the discipline, some principles… “Today 
onwards I am stopping alcohol.”  That’s it. You took the pledge. 
Done. You gave your word - you stopped it.  

“I am stopping the meat.” Done. 

“I am not smoking.” Done. 

You understand?  Henry, you understand? Good.  

So, the self-discipline, the determination, even if the mind is 
psychologically pulling you there - come back. Never lose your 
willpower, stay with that. Even if it is disturbing, find another 



alternative. Find? Alternative. Each person have different technique. 
There is no any, one strong technique you really can avoid that. 
Avoid that.  

The kama, once you win it, the Womb Chakra will become started to 
blooming - whole miraculous energies is there. That links to the Kala 
Chakra. Kala Chakra… the real enlightenment I told you, to be all the 
time bliss, happiness, willpower, like whatever you speak that word 
will become true, you’ll be happy. Doesn’t matter if astrology is 
super bad. It is going very crazy astrology, he lost his son, he lost his 
wife, he has diseases, all problems he’s facing… from your heartfully, 
your willpower, you gave one word, “Don’t worry, you’ll be fine. I 
bless you.” All the evil forces around him, that soul, will wash away. 
The same thing what I did the fire puja last night, it completely 
washed out. Completely washed out.  

And moreover, it helps, I sincerely recommend to you guys, having a 
one soul mate. One? Soul mate. Doesn’t matter your mother, your 
brother, your girlfriend, your wife, your son, one sincere soul mate. 
One hundred percent it is amazing boosting and decharging of your 
negativity. Every morning to the next day morning some positive 
energy we suck it; some negative energy we suck it - it is true. Every 
Full Moon timings we suck some negativity, and we suck some 
positivity. Every New Moon time, we suck positivity and we suck 
negativity. You can notice it… generally… don’t misunderstand girls, 
before the menses timings the woman is a little bumpy. And Full 
Moon and New Moon timings, the ladies is a little bumpy. Is it true 
guys? Hello? And also some people, gents, they’re a little irritable, 
overacting, hypertense.  Why is that Simon, have you noticed that?  

 

Simon: Yes, very much. 

  

Swami:  With whom?  

 

Simon:  With Sarah. Yeah, she just came on menses recently.  

 

Swami:  You had a fight with her?   



Simon:  No, no. I could feel her energy and it effected me. I became a 
bit… 

 

Swami:  Bumpy? 

 

Simon:  Yeah. Just inside. The tension…  

 

Swami:  What about you, Simone? 

 

Simone: Around Full Moon and New Moon time, especially I have to 
be very careful. It is very emotional time.  

 

Swami: Why I’m asking the question, why? It is the hormones 
balance, or New Moon vibrations or Full Moon vibrations, why is it 
effecting on you?  

 

Student:  It is the gravity of the moon on your body.  

 

Swami: What is the gravity of the Earth? Number? I am asking 
physics here, Seven, eight, or nine, which one?  

 

Student:  Probably nine.  

 

Swami:  So, your gravitation maybe twenty? 

 

Student:  Maybe, yes.  

 



Swami: It increases your soul vibrations. Your Womb Chakra started 
to playing very active. Every Womb Chakra will start to play very 
active, super active! Whenever the Womb Chakra is super active, 
then you are like that. That’s why the Avadhuts, like Datta character, 
their Womb Chakra is all the time super active. One time one cobra 
bite person came to Dwarkamai. They carried him in front of the 
Baba. Something he is in deep trance and meditating in front of 
Dhuni. If you read the Sai Satcharita, Guru Charita, how he really 
screams, the words what he used – of course he is a very kind person, 
and some crazy way he said, “Get out from my Dwarkamai!”  

Then, “Baba, the person is going to die, please protect!” 

…You okay Tatyana? 

 

Tatyana:  Yes. I was just thinking.  

 

Swami:  What are you thinking?  

 

Tatyana:  On the Avadhuts and the connection to Baba and Jesus. So, 
I was just in Penukonda for a second thinking deeply on Baba. 

  

Swami: Whew. You can scan the people’s faces who is… it’s okay, 
fine, I don’t want to…It means he is not allowing the cobra bite 
person. He is ready to die. The inner meaning is, he is commanding 
the poison not to enter Dwarkamai. Do you understand? That is the 
inner meaning in it. Not the person. After ten, fifteen minutes later, 
the poison is gone. The doctor came. Just Baba said to Mahalsapati, 
one of his strong student, and Bhuto, the student just simply he left 
and he said, “ Hopefully I will come back in three days. After I didn’t 
come back, try to bury it. I am going away from my body.” After he 
left his body, whole nerve system, whole blood, whole pulse, 
completely dead - no heartbeat.  

The whole village came around him and watching him, and invited 
the doctors. They tested, “He’s dead.” First day is over. Second day is 
over. Third day some people were getting against, “No, we have to 



bury him. It’s super crazy. Maybe you have belief system. Two days 
is over. Third day we don’t know either he is coming back or not. 
Let’s bury him.”  

Then a lot of people begged, “Please, he said three days. We will wait 
for three days. After one hour over, then we can do whatever you say 
it.” So they waited. On third day, he woke up. Whoever had 
skepticism mind, they completely changed, “What is this? What is 
this?”  

It means there is a mechanism once the soul come out, and can come 
back again in the body, that is the final, final spirituality. If you 
experience birth and death, death and birth that is the final climax. 
Once you gone from your body, from now you only know exit out. 
There is no exit in, so far what you have it. How to make it exit in -
exit out? If you know the entrance, perfect entrance - that is whole 
spirituality, the mechanisms. Even Jesus Christ, Shirdi Baba, Ramana 
Maharshi, Babaji… many, many saints they’ve done it. They’ve given 
the formulas. Some saints we can see in India their samadhis. 
Samadhis means their… how we call that? Grave? Yeah, grave. 
They’re simply sitting, they sat, and they left their soul. Everybody is 
constructing a wall around him like a Guru Raghavendra, most 
powerful saint. Veerabramhendra - Siddhaya. These are the most 
powerful. Many saints there are a lot of stories, evidence, literature, 
they are still alive in the consciousness level, but they are dead. They 
are completely in the consciousness level.  

So we are having that consciousness, but the major problem is our 
Womb Chakra. How to purify and to fix it in a proper way to make it 
discipline with kama energy? Imagine if you don’t have any kama 
energy, very simple, you’re pretty good eighty percent free bird. 
Pretty good? free bird. When you're torturing yourself having the 
kama energy, and you don’t know how to balance it, you are in the 
hell. You are in? Hell. So that’s you need to figure out to make it 
prompt way, the discipline way. Whatever we done the fire puja, I 
fixed the shaktipat, the Fire Element majority one part to giving the 
highest boosting to your Third Eye and Womb Chakra. Third-Eye? 
and Womb Chakra. Whatever you receive, any negativity, whatever 
it hits you, immediately it turns as a positive. You no need to any 
other mechanism, just your personal mantra, just your personal 
mantra.  



And more important thing is, try to make the silence in you. You 
know the silence? Deep silence. For a few minutes, enjoy the silence, 
especially in the Mandir.  In the Jesus Temple can you really hear the 
sounds, Tatyana?  

 

Tatyana: Well you can hear the nature sounds, the birds around, but 
generally it is very, very peaceful. But to me the Dwarkamai is even 
more of a silence place.  

 

Swami:  Jesus Temple the noise is there or not?  

 

Tatyana:  Well, during the daytime sometimes noise is there, but 
during the nighttime it is super peaceful.  

 

Swami:  Super?  

 

Tatyana:  Peaceful.  

 

Swami:  Majority I maintain silence - huge silence but your Swami 
sits in his office room with music. I start the music by let’s say 8:30, 
9:00pm. The music ends, guess how many hours? Until morning the 
music keep going, keep going, but I am not concentrating on the 
music - I am concentrating on the thoughts.  

I go all the way to the roof top, sit facing the West to the mountain 
and doing my channelings. Doing? Channelings. It means your 
target, your determination, what you want it… I want Simone, need 
to be get succeed. It’s not Simone’s hard work, it is only possible, it is 
my hard work also needs to be on Simone. My? hard work needs to 
also be on Simone. And Simone needs to be open-hearted to 
cooperate to me to help her. If her heart is completely closed, doesn’t 
matter how much I keep doing it, it doesn’t work, that’s why the 
major spiritual masters got failure, even they keep trying it. The 
students, they are pretending they’re openhearted. They're bringing 



the garlands and they're bringing the flowers and coconuts, fruits, 
but their hearts is closed. Their hearts is closed. It doesn’t work. It 
doesn’t matter which process you took it, it might take ten years, 
twenty years, thirty years, forty years, you can’t get levitate it. You 
can’t levitate. It is a joke. Go ahead. 

  

Martin: The success of the master depends on the success of the 
students’ long term as they cooperate to the master?  

 

Swami: (Nods his head yes) 

 

Student:  How can I get into deep silence?  

 

Swami:  What?  

 

Student:  How can I get in to deep silence?  

 

Swami:  I think you gave your word, you are going to stop the 
alcohol for three years.  

 

Student:  Yes, I will do that.  

 

Swami:  Then automatically you will get it.  

 

Student:  Thank you.  

 

Swami:  You will get it. Yes?  



Student: I didn’t understand what you said before when you were 
talking about your meditation and the music. On what are you 
concentrating in meditation?  

 

Swami: Meditation, I think I told many times, meditation means 
having attention with no tension is meditation. Having? Attention 
with no tension is meditation. You're playing with your wife in the 
kitchen, no tension there. You're playing the romance there with your 
wife - that is you’re meditating there. Sorry to say this example, yes, 
sometimes I sit with my wife and I’m cutting the vegetables, and how 
she is cooking. And I am cutting the vegetables and all stuff and 
mixing it. I forgot whole world, just I’m there involved.  

When I am walking with my kid, she’s keeping telling tons of stories 
like this and that, okay. Any important, very VVIP phone call, 
“Swami, I want to talk.” “Wait ten minutes.” I am completely 
dedicated there. That is the meditation. That is the soul power 
increases there. That is the soul power increases. Once your Womb 
Chakra is powerful, then your real spiritual path will start. Then you 
started to feel, seeing the visions, then the miraculous abilities will 
start in you. Lot of decharging you can do it. You can help a lot of 
people. You can make a lot of success in your life. If you got stuck 
with your Womb Chakra, the major one block of kama energy, it is a 
sealed rock. You know sealed rock? It’s a sealed, cannot get out from 
that. Clear? Where are you?  

 

Student:  (inaudible) 

 

Swami:  Womb. Womb Chakra.  

 

Student:  Which one is the Womb Chakra? 

 

Swami: Later on, senior students will explain. It’s the Womb Chakra. 
Once your Womb Chakra is so powerful, you can dominate your 
Kala Chakra. You can go to your mother’s womb. Like how you 



really… the most pleasure and the heaven moments is whenever you 
are in the mother’s womb. You remember everything whenever you 
are in your mother’s womb. You can tune it. You can rewind it go to 
your mother’s womb, then you can started to seeing where you’re 
coming from your journey. You can decide there. Then you will 
know pretty good what you're going to do actions, once you get out 
from there. Once you came out from the mother’s womb, the nature 
is waiting for you to attack, it captures, you really got stuck. You 
really? got stuck. Then every block, once you keep growing, all tons 
of blocks keep growing, growing, growing. Even doesn’t matter 
when you are in eighties, you don’t have kama energy, still what you 
really carried in teenage years, what you got disturbed your Womb 
Chakra, that still effects you until you die.  

One house, they invited me, it is a pretty good rich family. One guy 
he died, with a huge desire on one woman, accident. He turned as a 
spirit. It’s a true telling. He’s very strong, powerful guy. He kept 
torturing her, different dreams, and different playing. I don’t want to 
give a fear here... A lot of healers came, “Swami, can you please help 
it? Can you please help this?” A lot of healers, a lot of people they 
tried their maximum best - no hope. Finally I went to their house. I 
studied her case what is her case. He is ready to die for her. He has 
such a deep love on her. He didn’t complete his desire on her. 
Unfortunately he died accidentally. When he was dying, he’s 
thinking about her… Any person accidentally, suicides, these all stuff 
that soul sufferingly takes off, that soul turns as a spirit. It’s true. That 
spirit vibrations keep giving the hard time to her. Finally, I caught 
him, I sent him back again to the next reincarnation. As we’re seeing 
it, it is hard to believe, but if there is a divine is there, there is a 
negative force also there. When the first time as I am entering in 
Germany, I think… where is that place? I don’t know.  

 

Student:  Biberkor.  

 

Swami: Yes, I think. I landed, the next, everybody almost all two 
hundred people are sitting and waiting for me. Immediately I want to 
jump in the plane to take-off - no way! No way. Then that whole 
night I started feeling the vibrations, the pains, the sorrows, 
sufferings - started to wash out, clear out, pretty good I cleared out. 



Then I don’t know what my karma is, I visited Germany more than 
any country! I visited Germany more than any country. That many 
times I hit to Europe. And very strong, powerfully, the majority of 
the Germany students have become very stronger, then the next 
Japanese, then the Americans, of course Indians also get training.  

So to understand this, the layers of the mechanisms, the processes, 
you really need to be pretty good discipline on your personal 
behavior, your character, then any process, whatever you took it, you 
can make it. Once your Womb Chakra is stronger the master can 
make it, instead of you’re going in twenty years later, you’ll get 
succeed, you can make it within twenty days, or twenty months, or 
twelve days, or in five days, or in a five minutes, five seconds… go, 
done, get it.   

Thousands of people, they connected amazing things, they received, 
they experienced tons of things. It’s not me doing it. It’s purely divine 
force. I’m just simply instrument. I’m a simple? instrument. When I 
seen the Simone’s car I got a little tempted, “Oh, oh, okay, why can’t I 
drive?” It’s natural but how you act, and addict your things, try to 
make your life is in your hands. If you’re ready I’m always ready for 
you, if you're ready? I’m always ready for you. If you walk one step 
to the God, the God will walk nine steps to you. Try. Attempt, then 
he will really attack to you in a beautiful way, so any questions? Yes? 

 

Chinello: What the mechanism is for fixing the third eye, the fire 
element in our third eye, what does that mean and how do we use it?  

 

Swami:  What do you mean to use it?  

 

Chinello:  In other words, you said yesterday we... 

 

Swami: Give the healings. Start the healings. You see the results to 
the people. You have the light. Make the more lights on… 

 



Chinello:  And would that be changing the negativity to the 
positivity?  

 

Swami: Automatically your touch is enough. For example, somebody 
feels like somebody’s possessed or some negative spirit is torturing, 
just you go give some shaktipat. I always recommend whenever 
you’re giving shaktipat your thumb need to be like this (thumb 
pointing down), never like that (thumb pointing up). Do you 
understand? Always like this (thumb pointing down). 

One time, a few students, they know it, one strong spiritual master 
and few strong healers, they want to attack on me, energy level. 
Attack? on me, energy level, to steal some of the most important 
things from me. Already few students they know, I had some crazy 
bad experience, one or two American students - I lost some books. 
Few guys had gathered, and they did their powerful trigger on. 
Trigger on means, the process energy level to attack on me. You 
know my master. You know? my master. Even though he’s Avadhut, 
yes…negative spirits, or how dare the negative spirit can come to, 
can enter, in Penukonda Fort? Is it possible? No, then it turned 
reverse and got hitted back - that main person is right now in the 
wheelchair since six, seven years, the main person, six, seven years in 
the wheelchair.  

Why I’m saying this… never ever use for negativity, for negative 
purpose. You understand? You gain some energy, you have some 
abilities, never spell unnecessarily, never hurt someone unnecessarily 
- it will again come back to you. With intentionally, even without 
unintentionally, you teased, you tortured somebody, you have to, 
you will receive back. You created a pain in somebody’s heart, 
believe me, with interest you’re receiving back that. You stole 
somebody’s money, you have to lose - you will lose it with interest. 
You feel you are heartbroken, your girlfriend somebody did a 
heartbroken to you, you have no right to blame on her. You think 
yourself how many heart-brokens already you created in your life, to 
how many people you done it. That you’re facing, paying back, then 
be satisfied with that, asking forgiving - just lead the life in a smooth 
way.  

There is always action to reaction. You cannot escape from that. Not 
only to you, not only to me too, every person is equal in the nature - 



is equal. So we need to very careful if we done any mistake asking 
forgiving, to be very open that person, “Hey, I’m very sorry, 
extremely sorry. Not bad intention.” Very loyal just clear out, clear 
out that gluzziness - be free. Not holding that pain and torturing 
yourself, and that person keep suffering with you. That will attack. 
No, that’s not healthy. That’s not? Healthy.  

Be healthy soul, healthy heart, healthy mind, healthy life, and God 
bless to everybody. Now is the time to me to jump in my plane to go 
to India. Homesick. Simone, thank you so much for organizing 
beautiful event here, I congrats to her. Hopefully I will come back 
again very soon. Thank you so much.  

So, whoever is in the waiting list to Guru Purnima, in case if the 
Ashram Staff cannot accept you… how many people is waiting list? 
Only one, two, three, four… Tomato! I put her new name Tomato! 
First she applied, they accepted it. She cancelled it, again she changed 
her mind, she applied. They put her waiting list. How many people is 
coming to Guru Purnima? Oh my God! Again, all you guys is there? 
Good. So I will see you at Guru Purnima.  

So, have a wonderful time. God Bless to everybody. Good luck.  

 

Students: Thank you Swami. 

 

End of Talk 


